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than any of the preceding and composed of
two simple positive lenses of unequal powers
and a simple negative lens. Fig. 13 illus 55
the form of adjustable cell for holding
residing at York, in the county of York, in trates
the
negative
lens in the case of any of the
the
Kingdom
of
England,
have
invented
cer
5
combinations. Fig. 14 illustrates a
tain new and useful Improvements in Lenses, above
combination of two positive lenses and a nega Go
of which the following is a specification.
tive lens formed of two parts and inclosin
The invention is best described by aid of the
diaphragm between them.
the accompanying drawings, of which
In
to make clear the essential differ
Figure 1 represents the action of the front ence order
O
of
principle
between the photographic
lens of any ordinary rectilinear doublet upon lenses made according
to this specification
a beam or pencil of parallel rays passing and my older specification,
No. 540,122, and
obliquely through it. Fig. 2 similarly repre the older forms of photographic
lenses manu
sents the action upon an oblique pencil of factured
and
used
up
to
this
date, it will
parallel rays of the back lens of any ordinary necessary to shortly explain, first,
the older
rectilinear doublet. Fig. 3 represents the ac be
optical devices employed in such lenses for
tion upon an oblique pencil of parallel rays the
purpose of correcting the oblique pen
of a lens having properties intermediate be cils of
light against curvature of field and as
tween those of Figs. 1 and 2. Diagram Fig. tigmatism,
and, second, the new principle of
2O 4 represents the action of a simple lens hay correction employed
by me and embodied in
ing spherical aberration,Fig.
but5otherwise
of
the
the
herein-specified
lenses
for attaining the
represents
the
same type as Fig. 3.
ends in a much simpler manner and 75
action of two lenses of equal focal powers, same
radically perfect degree.
one positive and the other negative and both more
Fig.
1 represents the action of the front
of the type of Figs. 3 or 4, upon oblique pen
of an ordinary symmetrical doublet,
cils of rays showing how a flat image is finally lens
is nearly always a double achromatic
formed. Fig. 6 is a figure showing the case of which
combination of ordinary crown and flint
two equal positivelenses of the type of Fig. 4, glasses
having the exterior form of a meniscus
together with a negative lens placed between, lens, placed
its convex surface outward
having a focal power equal to the combined to receive thewith
parallel
rays cab da'b' d' from
focal powers of the two positive lenses, and any distant point. Supposing
these rays to
how the negative lens may be split into two be oblique, then the corresponding
at
plano concave lenses, each of which has a C, formed by the naked lens L, is offocus
a
pecul
focal power equal to one of the positivelenses. iar form. (By the term “naked lens”I mean .
Fig. 7 is an axial section of a rapid portrait
lens, Series I, composed of two simplepositive a lens whose effective aperturu is bounded
To ct/ illion, if in?tit/ (Oileet':
Beit known that I, HAROLD DENNIS TAY
LOR, a subject of the Queen of Great Britain,

merely by its own periphery.) Let A-F be the
lenses and one simple negative lens, all of the optic
axis and F the principal focus. It is well
type illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 8 is an axial
to opticians that the image formed by
section of a rapid landscape or portrait lens, aknown
naked
lens of a distant landscape is not a
40 Series III, composed of two positive lenses of flat one, but is violently curved, and marred
the type Fig. 4 and a compound negative lens also by a greater and greater amount of as
of similar type. Fig. 9 represents a portrait tigmatism according to the angular distance 95
lens, Series II, composed of two simple posi of the image from the optic axis. Let it be
tivelenses of unequal powers and a compound supposed
that the oblique rays c a b da'b'd
negative lens. Fig. 10 represents a rapid are proceeding
a very distant point of
45 landscape-lens,
Series III, composed of two light. All suchfrom
contained in the plane of CO
simple positive lenses of unequal powers and the paper, whichrays
supposed to cut through
a simple negative lens. Fig. 11 represents a the center of the islens,
are said to be rays in
rapid landscape or portrait lens composed of the primary plane, or primary
to which
5o two simple positive lenses of unequal powers the following remarks apply: rays,
two rays
and a simple negative lens. Fig. 12 repre situated extremely closely toAny
the central
sents a rapid landscape-lens of wider angle
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oblique ray e-C intercross or come to a focus cus lens, being inverted, has just the oppo
close to the point C and almost upon the line site
on parallel rays to those shown in
c - C; but the two rays a and a falling on the Fig. effects
1. The foci for symmetrical pairs of
lens at equal distances on either side of c-C rays,
such as a and a', and b", d and d", are
5 do not intercross or focus on the line C - C, but displaced
to the points A, B, and D, succes
at the point A, situated slightly below c-C. sively, farther
from the optic axis than
The more widely-separated pair of rays land the point C onaway
the
central
oblique ray. In
b' focus at the point B, still farther below the
of inward coma, the lens gives outward 75
point C, while the pair of widely-separated stead
the outlying and more diffused ex
Io rays claidd intercross or focus at a point D at coma,
tremity of the coma, Fig. 2 e, being directed
a considerable distance below the line C- c. outward
away from the axis A-F. It is ob
This line C - D may be considered to be, vious that
curved image yielded by
roughly speaking, perpendicular to the op such a lens ifis the
to be flattened, then the stop
tic axis A-F. Its length is exaggerated in or
diaphragm must be placed in front of the
the figure for the sake of clearness. This lens,
at s - s, for instance. This stop only
successive lateral displacement of foci for allows
to pass the eccentric rays c and l and
symmetrical pairs of rays, such as a and a', those between,
c and l have their foci
b and b', d and d, increasing rapidly ac at the point c --and
nearer to or upon
cording to the distances of each pair of ray's the focal plane F -b much
P.
from the oblique axis c - C, brings about at Having now dealt with
rays in the pri
the focus C-D a sort of balloon-shaped mary plane, that is, thosethe
rays
contained in
image, Fig. 1 e, or “coma,’ as it is generally the plane of the paper, it will be
necessary
termed by opticians. In this case the effect to consider the case of those rays belonging
may best be called “inward' coma, because to the same oblique incident pencil which go
25 the lateral displacement of foci for symmet are
in the plane cutting the lens
rical pairs of rays is inward toward the op alongcontained
a cord which is perpendicular to the
tic axis A - F, and, moreover, the more dif plane
of the paper or diagram and contains
fused and larger end of the coma is also di the oblique
axisc - C. It would be extremely 95
rected inward toward the optic axis. The
3o effect of this lateral displacement of foci for difficult to diagrammatically illustrate the
of such rays. I have pointed out that
symmetrical pairs of rays, such as a and a', b. course
image formed by a naked lens is always
and b', d and d", is very important with re the
curved along a curve F - h for rays
gard to the consequent effects upon the foci. violently
primary planess. The radius of this cur OO
or intercrossing points of any pairs of rays in
35 which are unsymmetrically situated with re vature is a fixed quantity for any given lens
is practically independent of the degree
gard to c - C. Such pairs as a and d, canda', and
of convergence or divergence of the rays first
c and b", a' and d", for instance, for their in incident
on the lens, provided the original
tercrossing points or foci are necessarily dis
is a flat surface normal to the axis of Ios
placed either nearer to or farther from the object
the formed
lens. The
radius ofrays
curvature
of the
im
lens L. Thus the two rays a and d focus at age
by primary
is generally
three
the point a - d Inuch nearer to the lens, cand elevenths
of the principal focal length and
a' focus at the point c - a, c and batc. --b', a
varies within narrow limits, according
and d'at the point a' -- d", and these points are only
to the refractive indices, &c., of the glass or IIo
successively farther away from the lens. It glasses
employed. On the other hand, the
45 sfollows,
therefore,
that
if
a
stop
or
diaphragm
image formed by the naked lens by means of
- s is placed at any, distance behind the those
rays contained in a secondary plane
lens L, so as to limit the pencil's effective for
forming the image, only allowing rays to pass cutting through the center of the lens is
which are refracted eccentrically through the formed along a much flatter curve F-g, and II5
50 lens, such as the eccentric rays c and b' in the radius of curvature of this curve, gener
of the principal focal length,
Fig. 1 and those included between them, then allya three-fifths
fixed quantity for any given lens and is
a considerable flattening of the image must islikewise
practically independent of the de
take place, owing to these particular oblique gree of convergence
or divergence of the rays
and
eccentric
rays
having
their
focus
at
55 the point c --b' much nearer the focal plane first incident on the lens (if the original ob
ject is flat, and normal to the axis) and varies
F-P, if not upon or beyond it. Thus it may only
within small limits, according to the re
be said of a lens like that shown in Fig. 1, fractive
&c., of the glass or glasses.
when used for parallel or divergent rays, that employed.indices,
In the case of ordinary crown I25
itrections”
is capableorofthat
considerable
diaphragm
cor
lenses, whether simple or achromatized,
its image is capable of be glassimage
formed by rays in secondary planes
ing flattened by the presence of a smaller cir isthecurved
to
a radius just about 2.2 times the
cular aperture or diaphragm's -s placed axi radius of curvature
of the image formed by
ally behind it.
rays
contained
in
primary
sections of the
Fig. 2 fairly well represents the case of an
same pencils, and it follows that for any
65 ordinary achromatic meniscus single photo given
pencil the focal point formed
graphic lens or the back lens of a photo by raysoblique
in the primary plane is situated, ap
graphic doublet lens. In this case the menis proximately,
2.2 times as far short of a plane
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F-P, passing through the focus and perpen
dicular to the optic axis, as the focal point at
g, formed by rays in the secondary section.
With a properly-fashioned lens and by means
of diaphragm corrections it is quite possible
to lengthen out the foci for rays in primary
planes to such a degree as to form a flat image
upon the plane F-F, but it can be shown that
it is in nearly all cases impossible to simul
taneously flatten the image formed by rays
contained in secondary sections of the same
pencils, for it can be mathematically demon
strated that any diaphragm correction which
lengthens out the focus of rays contained in
a primary section of an oblique pencil by a
certain amount c is invariably accompanied
by a lengthening out of the focus for rays

contained in a secondary section of the same

pencil whose amount is just one-third of the

25

correction in primary section, or s but it
has been shown that, in the case of the naked
lens, the deviation of focus for a primary sec
tion of an oblique pencil from the plane F-P
is, in the case of ordinary glasses, about two
and one-fifth times the deviation of focus
from the plane F - P for a secondary section
of the same pencil. Hence if the diaphragm
corrections are just sufficient to form a flat

image for primary sections of the oblique
diaphragm corrections for secondary sections
of the same pencils will not be sufficient to
fully compensate their curvature of image,
35 and therefore the image formed by rays in
Secondary sections will remain curved, and
to a radius generally equal to somewhat more
than double the focallength. This difference
of foci for rays in primary and in secondary
sections of the same oblique pencil constitutes
what is known as the “marginalastigmatism’
of photographic lenses. In the case of all
lenses made of ordinary crown and flint
glasses and compensated by the usual dia
45 phragm corrections, it has been found im
possible to obtain an image both flat and free
from astigmatism at the same time. If a flat
image is obtained,itisastigmatic. If an image
free from astigmatism is obtained, then it is
considerably curved (to a radius equal gen
erally to one and one-half times the principal
focal length.) There is, however, a new sort
of glass now obtainable combining a very
high refractive index with a very low disper
55 sive power, and another sort combining a low
refractive index with a relatively high dis
persive power, which may be so combined
together as to form an achromatic meniscus
whose curvature of image for rays in primary
planes is just three times the curvature for
rays contained in the secondary section of
the same oblique pencil, and these curvature
aberrations are therefore in the right relation
for being simultaneously corrected by means
of diaphragm corrections, and so a flat image,
also free from astigmatism, can be obtained;

pencils, it is evident that the corresponding

but the thorough carrying out of the above

3.

principle in combinations made of these ex

ceptional glasses unfortunately precludes
the use of a large relative aperture.
In order to obtain a lens of a large relative
aperture which at the same time has a flat
image or field of view in conjunction with a
general freedom from astigmatism at the out
skirts of its field, I have recourse to a prin 75
ciple of correction which, as far as I know, is
entirely novel. This principle may be ex
plained as follows: Fig. 1 shows a case of a
lens giving inward coma and consequently
capable of having its image flattened by plac
ing a diaphragm behind it. Fig. 2, on the
other hand, shows a lens having the opposite
characteristic of outward coma, and capable
of having its image flattened by placing a
diaphragm in front of it. It is obvious then
that a form of lens should be possible inter
mediate in form between these two which
should giveneither outward norinward coma.
This is actually the fact, and Fig. 3 shows the
action of such a lens. Here the foci of all
symmetrical pairs of rays, such as a and a',
l) and b", d and d", fall practically at the same
point Cupon the oblique axis C - Cif the lens
is free from spherical aberration, as in Fig. 3,
or if not free from spherical aberration, as
in Fig. 4, which represents a simple lens,
then the foci of all such symmetrical pairs
of rays fall upon the oblique axis C - C, al
though not all at the same point. In either
case the oblique focus is a symmetrical forma OC)
tion. In the case of Fig. 3, since all the rays
pass through the same focal point C, it is
plainly evident that diaphragms placed axi
ally either in front or behind the lens can
have no effect whatever in modifying the I O5
curvature of its image. Such an aplanatic
lens, giving symmetrical oblique refraction,
may therefore be said to have its diaphragm
corrections eliminated. The appearances
seen at the focus of a distant point of light,
formed by such a lens, pass through the suc
cessive phases lm in op as the lens is receded
from; first the luminous line l, which is
formed at C. vertically to the plane of the
diagram, and, lastly, the luminous line p, I I5
which is formed at g and lies in the plane of
the diagram. These and the intermediate ap
pearances are quite symmetrical. In the case,
however, of the uncorrected simple lens in
Fig. 4, although the oblique focus is likewise
symmetrical, yet it is evident that the placing
of a diaphragms -s either in front of or be
hind such a lens must necessarily, owing to the
spherical aberration of the lens, have the tend
ency to curve its image more than before, since I25
the diaphragm only admits eccentric sets of
rays like a and d", which focus at the point
a'--d', short of the ultimate focus at C. But it
is possibie to eliminate diaphragm corrections
from such a simple uncorrected lens having
positive spherical aberration by the following
device: Given the position of the diaphragm
behind the simple lens in Fig. 4 and the dis
tance of the object from the ens, it is easy to
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\

give the lens a form which is more bulged out
toward the left hand, so as to approximate)
slightly to the case of Fig. 1 by an amount eas
ily assignable by calculation, and which will

O

15

bring about such an amount of in Ward coma
as to give rise to diaphragm corrections which
will just neutralize those diaphragm correc
tions dependent upon the spherical aberra
tion. Thus the diaphragm corrections depend
ent upon inward conna can be made to flatten

the image just as much as the diaphragm cor
rections dependent upon positive spherical
aberration tend to further curve the image,
and thus I obtain a simple lens which may as
truly be said to have its diaphragm corrections
eliminated as in the case of the aplanatic lens
shown in Fig. 3. For while the lens shown

in Fig. 4 differs from the lens Fig. 3, in hav
ing its spherical aberration uncorrected, yet
20 it resembles it in regard to the essential quali
ties of having its curvature of image unin
fluenced by diaphragm corrections. The al
gebraic sum of the diaphragm corrections
tending to flatten its image on the one hand
25 and to further curve its image on the other
hand is zero, or approximately so; but this
condition can only be attained provided the
distance between lens and stop is not more
than one-third (roughly speaking) of the focal
length. All such simple lenses therefore have
their images curved to the normal degree, un
interfered with by diaphragm corrections, for
a given distance of the object. It is exclu
sively such simple lenses as these, with their

diaphragm corrections substantially elimi
outer positive lenses of all my combinations.

35 nated, that are employed by me for the two

Thus in all lenses of this type as used by me
the curvature error of the focus for rays in
primary sections of a given oblique pencil is
always, about 2.2 times the curvature error
of the focus for rays in the secondary section
of the same oblique pencil. This ratio of 2.2

maybe looked upon as practically constant in
It can be proved that exactly the same law
of curvature of image and rules as to dia
phragm corrections and the elimination of
diaphragm corrections apply to negative
lenses as well as to positive lenses, and I will
now show how a flat image, almost perfectly
free from astigmatism, may be obtained by

45 all lenses used by me.

rays first incident on it are parallel as if con1
ing from distant points.
\ The lens N being placed in any desired po

sition between Land its image must also
have its diaphragm corrections eliminated so
that the presence of the diaphragms - sbe
tween them shall have no effect upon the
curvature errors of either lens. Under these

conditions the positive lens L tends to pro
duce animage F-kfor rays in primary planes

of the normal curvature and an image F-g
for rays in secondary planes, also of the nor
mal curvature; but the negative lens N con
siderably extends the focal length N- F and
tends to throw a larger image upon the plane
f-p, and this image must be approximately .
flat and free from astigmatism, since the
curvature errors of N, being normal and un
interfered with by diaphragm corrections, are
equal and opposite to the curvature errors
of the positive lens L, since the two lenses
are of equal focal power, or the rays may be
traced backward, as follows: Supposing f-p 90
to be the original flat object, then oblique
rays in a primary plane originating from the
point p, after refraction through the nega
tive lens N, appear to come from the point k,
while rays originating from f on the axis ap 95
pear, after refraction through the negative
lens, to diverge from the point F and the
virtual image of the original f- ) which is
formed at F - is curved to the normal radius
equal to three-elevenths of the principal focal O
length of N; but the principal focal length
of N is equal to the principal focal length of
L, and therefore the virtual image F - lc is
curved to the same radius as is the real im
age of distant objects on the left formed by IC
the positive lens L. Therefore the rays ap
parently diverging from the point k will, af-ater being refracted through the positive-lens
Lemerge on the left in a condition of paral
lelisin. Conversely, rays in primary planes II
entering the lens L from an infinitely dis
tant plane object or landscape on the left
hand will, after refraction through both
lenses, come to focus upon a flat surfacef-p
perpendicular to the optic axis; and pre- IJ
cisely the same reasoning applies to the rays
contained in secondary sections of the same
pencils. In this case also the curvature
errors of the two lenses are equal but oppo

judiciously combining together positive and site, and therefore neutralize one another. I;
negative lenses whose diaphragm corrections In this way a flat image may be obtained
55 have been eliminated. Fig. 5 shows a simple which is also free from astigmatism through

positive lens L of this type, and N is a nega
tive lens of the same type and made of glass
-of the same or nearly the same refractive in
dex and of the same focal power asL, and s-s
6o a diaphragm or stop placed conveniently be
tween them. The function of this diaphragm

is that of regulating the aperture of the com
bination and the evenness of illumination of
the image, and its presence has little practical
65 effect upon the curvature of the final image.
The diaphragm corrections of L are supposed

a considerable angle of view. This simple
example of only two lenses serves to illus
trate the principle, but in practice two I:
lenses only cannot be employed owing to two
defects necessarily inherent in such a com
bination, one being the presence of an un
sightly amount of negative distortion of
marginal straight lines and the other being
the failure of such a lens to adapt itself to
copying or enlarging, for it can only give a
flat image for rays of a certain degree of di

to be eliminated on the condition that the vergence. For instance, if the lens shown
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in Fig. 5 were used on a near object on the they must do if N is thin and the diaphragm
is placed very closely to it. If the two posi
tive lenses are unequal in power, then the
negative lens may be imagined split into two
correspondingly unequal portions, each one

left, then the rays entering L would become
strongly divergent and diaphragm corrections
tending to flatten the image formed by L.
would ensue. At the same time the rays en
tering N would grow less convergent and the
effect would be to give rise to diaphragm cor
rections in N, whose tendency would be the
same
as the diaphragm corrections in L, and
O the final effect would be that an image would
be formed actually curved backward. I get
over these difficulties by the simple device of
dividing my positive lens into two portions
and placing my negative corrector lens be
tween them, thus forming a triple combina
tion. The above principle of corrections re
mains equally in force, as may be gathered
from Fig. 6, which roughly represents such a
triplet Jens having its two positive lenses L.
and L alike in power and shape, but turned
in opposite directions. The whole combi
nation is shown in Fig. 6 as though being
used for copying a diagram to equal size, the
rays entering L diverging to the same degree
as the rays leaving Is are converging, and
each lens is in itself supposed to be free from
diaphragm corrections under these circum
stances. In such a case the negative lens N
would be equiconcave, and since its focal
3O power has to be approximately equal to the
suim of the focal powers of the two positive
lenses it is obvious that if the negative lens
is imagined to be split along the dotted line
into two equal plano-concave lenses then we
35 should have virtually two double combina
tions placed together in reverse order-first,
the double combination, consisting of a posi
tive lens L and a negative concavo-plane
lens, being the left-hand half of N, these
40 two
being equal in principal focal length or
focal power, according to what has preceded,
and, Second, the double combination, consist
ing of a plano-concave lens, being the right
hand half of N, and a positive lens L, these
45 two also being equal in principal focal length
or focal power. Therefore the curvature er
rors of the positive lens L will be compen
sated by one half of the negative lens N and
the curvature errors of the positive lens Is
will be compensated by the other half of the
negative lens N. Such a combination is free
from distortion, and, moreover, compensates
itself more or less perfectly when used on a
distant subject, for if the rays first entering I
55 become parallel or nearly so, instead of diver
gent, then diaphragm corrections arise in the
case of L whose tendency is to make its image
more curved than normal; but at the same
time, owing to the much-lessened divergence
of the rays entering L, diaphragm corrections
arisein its case whose tendency is tr flatten its
image, and these corrections more or less per
fectly neutralize those operating in the other
lens L, while no very appreciable diaphragm
corrections can arise in the case of the nega
tive lens so long as the oblique pencils pass.

being equal in focal power to the positive lens
next to it, and the above explanations will
again apply. In such manner most of the
lenses made according to my principle may
be designed to answer as well for copying or
enlarging as for distant work. Given the fact
that each lens used in my combinations is
substantially free from diaphragm correc
tions when the rays first entering are paral
lel or have a certain assigned degree of diver
gence, then the triplet combination as a whole
will remain sufficiently free from diaphragm
corrections supposing the combination is used
for rays having any other likely degree of di

vergence, and thus, diaphragm corrections
being substantially eliminated from my com
binations, then the whole or nearly the whole
burden of flattening the final innage and com
pensating its marginalastigmatism is thrown
upon the negative lens, whose errors of curv
ature of image are, as I have shown, of sub
stantially the same character and amount but
opposite
in sign to the euryature errors of the
positive lenses, provided that the focal power
of the negative lens is approximately equal
to the sum of the focal powers of the two posi
tive lenses. . I thus discard almost altogether

75

9o
95

the old principle of diaphragm corrections OO
hitherto relied upon for flattening the image
of photographic lenses in favor of the above
explained principle, which renders possible
a much more perfect correction for astigma
tism in conjunction with a flat image of con Io5
siderable angular extent. I do not claim pri
ority for the mere expedient of mounting a
negative lens behind a positive lens or be
tween two positive lenses for the purpose of
merely helping to flatten the final image, for IO
these devices were long ago carried out in
Professor Petzval's orthoscopic lens, also in
Sutton's, Dallmeyer's, and Ross's triplet
lenses; but it can be shown that in none of
these lenses does the focal power of the neg IIS
ative lens amount to more than a fraction,
four-tenths, or so, of the sum of the focal
powers of the positive lenses, while a very
large part of the flattening of the final image
is due to the influence of the usual diaphragm
corrections, the idea of substantially elimi
nating the diaphragm corrections and throw
ing the whole or nearly the whole burden of
flattening the final image and correcting mar
ginal astigmatism upon a negative lens ap I25
parently not having occurred to these in
ventors.
Having explained as best I can the main
principle on which all the lenses described in
this specification are based, I should point

out that the substantial thicknesses of the
lenses, and more especially of the front lenses
employed in my combinations, render it nec

centrally or almost centrally through it, as essary to accuracy in estimating their focal

6
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powers to make a small reduction for the The reason for this is that every increase in

thickness. A thick bi-convex lens having the the refractive index of a simple lens over
same curves as a thin lens has a rather smaller the quantity 1.50 leads to a slight deviation
focal power than the thin lens. Throughout from the ratio 2.2. to one and a slight ap
this specification the term “focal power’ as proach toward the ratio three to one for the
applied to simple lenses is intended to mean curvature errors of an oblique pencil for pri

O

the reciprocal value of the equivalent focal
length of a lens, such equivalent focal length
being the distance between the posterior fo
cal center or principal point of the lens and

the point on the optic axis where an image

of an infinitely distant object is formed, sup
posing the aperture of the lens is cut down
small enough to prevent its spherical aber

mary and secondary sections, respectively.
Thus the curvature errors of a highly-refrac

75

tive lens are slightly more adapted for simul
taneous correction by diaphragm corrections
than the curvature errors of a lens of low re
fractive power. This fact alone renders it
possible to relax the relative power of the
negative lens by as much as four per cent. in
the case of Series V, Fig. 12. If to this is
added the further relaxation, above alluded
to, in the way of compromise, then the focal
power of the negative lens need not in the
most favorable cases, like Series III, Fig. 10,
Series IV, Fig. 11, and Series V, Fig. 12,
amount to more than about ninety per cent.
of the combined focal powers of the two posi
tive lenses. Therefore, my principle of opti 9o
cal correction against curvature of image and
astigmatism as applied in practice amounts to
this: that I adopt two simple positive lenses
of Such a form that their several or collective
diaphragm corrections are for much the 95
greater part eliminated when the whole com
bination is in use, and I. correct much the
greater part of their errors of curvature of
field and astigmatism by means of a simple
or compound negative lems placed between OO
the two positive lenses, the focal power of
this negative lens almounting in the most fa
vorable cases described hereinto about ninety
per cent. of the combined focal powers of the
two positive lenses. Thus there is left a re Io5
siduum of curvature and astigmatic errors of
the two positive lenses which remains uncor
rected by the negative lens. This residuum
of curvature and astigmatic errors is more or
less perfectly corrected by means of the re IIO
siduary diaphragm corrections which are al
lowed to remain for that purpose in the two
positive lenses and to a certain extent in the
negative lens.
. The greater the excess of refractive index II5
of the positive lenses over that of the nega
tive lens the less is the required relative fo
cal power of the negative lens and the larger
is the residuum of curvature and astigmatic
errors which can be almost perfectly cor 12o
rected by the residuary diaphragm correc
tions, and every relaxation of power of the
negative lens leads to an increase in the power
of the whole combination, or, in other words,
highly-refractive positive lenses combined I 25
with a negative lens of the lowest possible re
fractive power permit of the flattest curves
and the smallest thicknesses for a given ap
erture and focal length. This leads to the
comparative absence of residual aberrations
of a secondary order at the oblique foci, and
therefore to greater perfection of image, in

ration interfering. I. should also point out
that a combination consisting of two positive
lenses and a negative lens placed between
them of a focal power equal to the combined
focal powers of the two positive lenses must
necessarily have a positive focus unless all
three lenses are verythin and placed in con
tact. The greater is the separation between
them the greater becomes the focal power of
the whole combination or the shorter the fo
25. cal length. Nevertheless for triplet combi
nations of relatively large aperture in pro
portion tofocal length the curves of the lenses
must be deep and the thicknesses of the lenses
relatively great; but very deep curves and
relatively largethicknesses are objectionable
on the ground that they give rise, at the final
focal points of oblique pencils, to certain ab
errations of a secondary order in the shape of
wings of light, &c. Therefore in practically
35 applying the principle of correction above ex
plained I have found that the finest results in
shape of a well-defined flat image of consider
able angular extent are not in all cases to be
obtained by carrying out the above principle
too rigorously, but by adopting a slight com
promise I find that it generally suffices best not
to make the power of the negative lens quite
equal to the sum of the powers of the two posi
tive lenses, but to fall short of the latter by a
45 small amount, and the extent of the deficiency
permissible depends very intimately upon the
relation between the refractive indices of the
positive and negative lenses, respectively. If
the refractive index of the negative lens for
the Dray is decidedly higher than the refrac:
tive index of the positive lenses for the same
ray, as in the ease of lens, Series I, Fig. 7,
then the focal power of the negative lens
must not be allowed to be less than about
55 ninety-six per cent. of the combined focal
powers of the two positive lenses, or a final
flat image practically quite free from astig
matism cannot be obtained. If, on the other
hand, the refractive index of the negative
lens is substantially lower than that of the
two positive lenses, as in the cases of Series
II, Fig. 9, Series III, Fig. 10, Series IV, Fig.
11, and Series V, Fig. 12, then a further re
laxation of the power of the negative lens be
comes theoretically and practically permissi
ble, consistently with the attainment of a flat conjunction with greater ease and despatch
15

to

image substantially free from astigmatism. in practical construction. Should glasses of

.
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still higher refractive power become avail
able in the future for the positive lenses in
conjunction with glasses of still lower refrac
tive power for the negative lenses, then a
further relaxation of the relative power of
the negative lens may become possible, lead
ing to still further improvement.
So far I have dealt with the principle
adopted in my lenses for correcting the cur
Io vature and astigmatic errors of the oblique
rays. I will now, before giving the curves
and other particulars relating to my lenses,
touch upon the other important corrections
against spherical aberration and chromatic
aberration which must be more or less per
fectly carried out in any lens that is to be prac
tically useful. It has almost always been the
practice to make each lens of a doublet, or
triplet lens in itself compound and self-cor
rected against spherical and chromatic aber
rations. However, Professor Abbe, of Jena, in
a tripletlens patented a few years ago in Eng
land and Germany, practically demonstrated
that it was possible to make a triplet lens in
which the two outside positive lenses were
perfectly simple, while the chromatic and
spherical aberrations both of the central di
rect pencil and the oblique pencils were si
multaneously corrected by means of a com
3o pound lens of scarcely any focal pc, wer or
even pos live placed half-way between the
two positive lenses; but this central correct
ing-lens was not designed to contribu,te any
thing toward the flattening of the image and
eliminating marginal aStigmatism, whereas
in my lenses I make my negative correcting
lens perform the triple function of, first, cor
recting the final image against curvature and
astigmatism, thus permitting an unusually
flat and perfect image of considerable angu
lar extent to be attained; second, correcting
both the direct and oblique pencils against
chromatic aberration; third, correcting both
the direct and oblique pencils sufficiently
45 against spherical aberration.
Fig. 7 represents a rapid portrait-lens, Se

for the D and Grays or u0 - 1.D equals. 02086;
reciprocal value of the dispersive power for
rays C to F equals 38.2.
I will now give the radii of curvatures of
the surfaces, the central or axial thicknesses
of the lenses and their finished diameters and

the axial air-spaces between them, express
ing them, as throughout this specification, in 75
fractions of the equivalent focal length of the
whole combination, so that if any lens of a
certain focal length is required, all that is
necessary is to multiply the figures or frac
tions corresponding to that combination by
the focal length required and the proper radii,
&c., will then be obtained. Convex surfaces
have a -- sign before their radii and concave
surfaces a - sign before their radii. More
over, in all cases excepting the first I shall
enumerate the surfaces in the order in which
the light passes through them, supposing the
various combinations are used upon distant
objects, in which case the first lens or L is
called the front lens.
90
First surface radius r, sixth surface radius
rt, equals --.2636; second surface radius r
fifth surface radius r equals --1.507; third
surface radius r equais - .2977; fourth Sur
face radius r equals - .2415; finished diame
ter of L equals .282; axial thickness of L
equals .059; finished diameter of L equals
.233; axial thickness of L equals .002; fin
ished diameter of L equals. 273; axial thick
ness of Lequals. 059; axial air-space between IOC
L and L equals about .109; axial air-space
between L and L equals about .125.
It should be pointed out that the correction
for spherical aberration in this portrait-lens
is not perfect, there being a Zone of rays (fo
cusing shorter than the rest) at about half
way between the edge and center of the ap

Crture when

is used; but this Zonal aber

ration is not so great as to interfere with as
much sharpness of definition as is most suit
able for portrait work. The diaphragms for
regulating the aperture are placed as closely
s
E
.
ries I, with a full opening of 3.7 made accord as possible behind the negative lens L9, and

ing to my principle. It consists of only three the aperture of such diaphragm necessary to

simple lenses and forms with an aperture of
F
a flat and very good image over the whole
of a plate whose greater side is equal to one
half of the equivalent focal length.
55 The glasses employed are as follows:
The positive lenses L and L are made of
a hard and beautifully-colorless borosilicate
crown-glass having the following optical prop
erties: Index of refraction for the Dray equals
1.5108; difference between refractive indices
for D and G. rays or u G - uD equals. 01037;
reciprocal value of the dispersive power for
rays C to F equals 62.1.
The negative lens L is made of a light sili
cate flint-glass having the following optical
properties: refractive index for Dray equals
1.6042; difference between refractive indices

O

II.5.

give a Working aperture of should be .177,
expressed in the same manner as the previous
figures. It should be understood that this
lens should be tested upon distant or moder
ately distant objects.

I will now give the figures for a rapid lens,

Series III giving a wider angle of view than
the preceding. This lens is shown in Fig. 8
in about correct proportion. Its full Work
ing
aperture is
ng ap

F.
6.5

and with that aperture it

will give a well-defined flat image up to the
corners of a plate whose longer side is equal
to four-fifths of the equivalent focal length,
while with FS stop it will about cover a plate

whose greater side is equal to the equivalent

I25
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Series II - Fig. 9.

focal length. The two positive lenses L. and

A portrait-lens of full aperture 4.F which is

L are made of a borosilicate crown-glass hav
ing the following optical properties: Refrac
tive index for the D ray equals 1.5101; dif
ference between refractive indices for D and
Grays equals. 01010; reciprocal value of thics
dispersive power (C to F) equals (33.7.
The second lens IL is composed of a silicate
glass having the following optical properties:

reidered aplanatic or free from spherical

alberration by the adoption of a double com

bination for the negative lens. The two posi
tive lenses L and L are made of a dense ba
ryta crown-glass of the following optical prop
erties: Refractive index for the Dray equals
O refractive index for the D ray equals 1.5365; 1.5751; difference between refractive indices
difference between refractive, indices for D for D and Grays equals .01286. The recip
and Grays equals. 0134S; reciprocal value of rocal value of its dispersive power, as usually
its dispersive power (C to F) equals 51.2.
reckoned, or the refractive index for the ID
The third lens L is composed of densest ray minus 1 divided by the difference be
15 baryta crown-glass having the following op tween the refractive indices for the C and F
tical properties: refractive index for the D ray's equals 57.1.
ray equals 1.6110; difference between refrac The negative element L is made of a light
tive indices for the D and G rays equals silicate flint-glass having refractive index for .
01386; reciprocal value of its dispersive the Dray equal 1.5482; differences of indices
for D and G. rays equal.01560; reciprocal
2O power (C to F) equals 56.3.
equals value of the dispersive power (C to F) equals
L-Radius of first surface r, equals
45.7.
--.215S; radius of second surface r
The element Is is made of densest barium
--.4655.
w
equals crown-glass having refractive index for the
L-Radius of third surface r equals
D ray equal 1.6114; difference of indices for
-.3472;
radius
of
fourth
surface
r
25 -.1150.
D
and Grays equals. 1389; reciprocal value
L-Radius of fifth surface rs equals of the dispersive power (C to F) equals 56.3.
-1150; radius of sixth surface r equals L-Radius of first surface r equals --.294;
radius of second surface r equals --1.161.
-.1910. .
L-Radius of third surface r equals
3O L-Radius of seventh surface r equals
--1.265; radius of eighth surface r equals -.4637; radius of fourth surface r equals
--.5843.

35

, - . 1365.

Li-Finished diameter equals .158; axial L-Radius of fifth surface 1's equals
--.1365; radius of sixth surface r equals
thickness equals .0603.
L-Finished diameter equals .142; axial - .2385.
L-Radius of seventh surface r equals
thickness equals .0044.
T-Finished diameter equals .142; axial --1.427; radius of eighth surface r equals
thickness equals .0218.
The fourth and fifth surfaces are cemented
L-Finished diameter equals .165; axial together.
.
. .
thickness equals .0393.
Axial air-space between L and L equals Li-Finished diameter equals .25; axial
about .008; axial air-space between Lls and thickness equals .0635.
L equals about .090; aperture of diaphragm L-Finished diameter equals .213; axial
equals .0065.
-:
necessary for 6.5
F. equals .134; aperttire of thickness
L-Finished diameter equals .213; axial
thickness equals. 033.
--.557.

45

-

-

diaphragm necessary for f equals . 1040. L-Finished diameter equals .225; axial
equals .035.
The fourth and fifth surfaces are cemented thickness
Axial air-space between L and L equals
together.

55

IOO

I IO

II5

.050; axial air-space between Lls and Lequals

I have not adopted a symmetrical constrtic
tion for this lens, for there is the fact that
the diaphragms regulating the aperture have
to be placed to one side or other of the nega
tive lens if the latter is a cemented combi
nation, which renders it advantageous to
make the front lens much more powerful

.135. Its angle of view is such that a lens of
seven and one-half inches focal length will

in itself substantially free from diaphragm

ture.

.1706; aperture of diaphragm D for equals

.197; aperture of diaphragm D for s equals

than the back lens. Each of the three main cover a plate measuring four and one-fourth I 25
lenses of this combination is calculated to be inches by three and one-fourth at full aper
corrections when the distance between the

original object and the front lens L is s th

-

Series III--Fig. 10. . .
E.

This is of the same rapidity 6.5 and angle I3o

of the distance of the final image from the of view as Series III, but with a simple nega
back lens L, the foeal length of L being 2.7, tive lens.
times the focallength of L. This lens is al The two positive lenses L., and L, are made
most equally good for copying and enlarging. of densest baryta crown-glass, having refrac

568,052
tive index for the ID 1ay equals 1. (114; dif .0163; axial air - space between Ls and L.
ference in refractive indices for D and G equals. 129; aperture of diaphragm D for 5.65
rays equals. 01389; reciprocal value of the
dispersive power (C to F) equals 56.3.
The negativelens Lis made of a light flint equals. 149; aperture of diaphragm D for SF
,

O
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glass, having refractive index for the D ray equals .105.
equals 1.5679; difference in indices for ID and
Series -Fig. 12.
(: rays equals. 01707; reciprocal value of the
dispersive power (C to F) equals 43.45.
L-Radius of first surfacer equals -- . 170; This is a wider angle-lens than any of the
F.
preceding and has a full aperture of 7.7
radius of second surface r equals --.945.
L-Radius of third surface r equals Its angle of view is such that a lens of eight
-.56(); radius of fourth surface r equals inches
focal length will cover with full aper
--.159.
ture
a
plate measuring eight and one-half
La-Radius of fifth surface l' equals by six and
one-half inches with sharp defini
--3. 323; radius of sixth surface r equals tion.
--.770.
two positive lenses L and L are made
L-Finished diameter equals. 157; axial of The
densest baryta crown-glass having refrac
thickness equals .040.
tive index for the D ray equals 1.6114; dif
L-Finished diameter equals. 157; axial ference
between indices for D and Grays
thickness equals .007.
equals
.
01389;
value of its dis
L-Finished diameter equals. 157; axial persive power (Creciprocal
to F) equals 56.3.
thickness equals .02S3.
The negative lens L is made of an extra
Axial air-space between I and L equals light
flint-glass, having refractive index for
,008; axial air-space between I and I equals the
I) ray equals 1.54S2; difference between
.112; aperture of diaphragm D for (3.5
equals indices for the D and Grays equals .01559;
).
reciprocal value of its dispersive power (C
131; aperture of diaphragm D for equals to F) equals 45.7.
L-Radius of first surface r equals --.1457;
1OS.
radius of second surface r equals --1.013.
Series IV-Fig. 11.
L.-- Radius of third surface r equals
s- . . . .

This is a more rapid lens than the last,
having a full aperture of with which it
5. (5
will cover sharply a plate whose longer side
is equal to about two-thirds of the focal
length. It is specially designed for very
rapidlandscape work and also for projection
with the optical lantern.
L and L are made of a densest baryta
crown-glass having refractive index for the
D ray equals 1.6i10; difference between in
dices for D and G equals. 01386; reciprocal

45

value
of the dispersive power (C to F) equals
56.3.

SO

ing refractive index for the D ray equals
1.5754; difference between indices for the D
and G. rays equals .01810; reciprocal value
of its dispersive power (C to F) equals 41.7.
I-Radius of first surface r equals -- . 1944;

Lis made of ordinary light flint-glass hav

55

radius of second surface r equals --1.283.
L - Radius of third surface r equals
-.5785;
radius of fourth surface r equals
-1819.
L-Radius of fifth surfacers equals--3.113;
radius of sixth surface r equals --.664.
I-Finished diameter equals .180; axial
thickness equals .0429.
Y- ... . . .
L-Finished diameter equals .171; axial
thickness equals .0093.
L-Finished diameter equals .180; axial
thickness equals .0303.
Axial air-space between I and L equals

-.5593; radius of fourth surface r equals
- . 1327.
IL-1Radius of fifth surface r equals--10.12;
radius of sixth surface r equals --.6975.
L-Finished diameter equals. 135; axial
thickness equals. 0299.
L-Finished diameter equals . 127; axial
thickness equals .004(i.
I-Finished diameter equals. 135; axial
thickness equals .01S3.
Axial air-space between I and I equals
.0038; axial air-space between Land Lequals
.0895. Aperture of diaphragm D for 7.7
F.
equals. 1145; aperture of diaphragm D for S
F
equals. 110; aperture of diaphragm D for 11.3
equals .0S0.

9o
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In the case of all these simple triplets the
of the front and negative lenses, must be fol
lowed with great exactness if uniform results

specified thicknesses of the lenses, especially

I2O

are expected. If either the negative or front
lenses are made toothick, a more or less Over

corrected field (convex toward the lens) will
result, and vice versa. Also the exact edg
ing or centering of the lenses is of the utmost
importance if the best results are to be ob:
tained. Not only must the optical centers of
the lenseslie exactly upon a common axis, but
the lenses themselves must be accurately per

pendicular or square with respect to that axis;

I25
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and since errors so commonly arise in the
turning of a series of metal cells held in a line
ment by a tube with screwed surfaces I have
therefore found it in the highest degree con
ducive to expeditious and certain adjustment
of my combinations to mount the negative
lens in a separate cell, which can be moved
laterally across the optic axis and also tilted
with respect to that axis by means of small
d

screws. It is also advisable to fix the nega
tive lens, if compound, in its cell by a black
cement instead of bezeling it in. This ce
ment may be made of hard balsam and lamp
black or balsam and black sealing-wax. Fig.

13 gives a section of a simple form of this ar
rangement. IIerepp and pare three or four
conical-pointed screws, which are threaded
through the tube and bear upon the cham
fered edge of the riegative-lens cell. These
three screws have the effect of pushing the
cell in any direction laterally when the oppos
ing ones are relaxed, and also have the effect
of clamping the cell down in its place when
all these are tightened. The other three or
25 four screws t t t are for tilting the negative
lens: They are threaded through the flange
of the negative-lens cell and push against the
fixed ring or flange f and raise the cell if the
corresponding pushing-screw p is first re
laxed.
The procedure in adjusting all of the above
described lenses is generally as follows:
First. Shorten up air-space between Land
L until the combination shows just a little
positive spherical aberration when tried tele
35 scopically
along the optic axis with an eye
piece, the test-object being an artificial star
placed at some distance away in a darkened
OO.
40 Second. If, when examined along the axis,
the disk of light seef when inside of focus is
unsymmetrical and shows a stronger and
brighter edge inclined to redness upon one
side, say the right hand, then this points to
45 the negative lens being laterally out of cen
ter and in this case toward the right hand.
By means of the three screws p, p, and p the
negative lensin its cell must be moved a trifle
toward the left hand. This operation must
be repeated until the disk of light is perfectly
symmetrical both inside and outside of focus;
yet it may appear oval, owing to the nega
tive lens being out of square.
Third. The combination should next be ex
55 amined for symmetry of field. Dividing the
field or ground glass, as viewed from behind
the camera, as usual, into left-hand, right
hand, top, and bottom parts for reference, if
the oblique rays are found to focus longer on
the right hand than on, the left. and show an
overcorrected astigmatism on the right hand
relatively to the left it shows that the nega
tive lensis out of square, and in this case the
fault will he cured by tilting the negative
lens eel farther away from the screen on the
right-hand side by means of the screwst, t,

and t, and so on. If this adjustment is car
E.

..

f

ried out approximately until the next test

has been applied, it will in most cases be

sufficient.

Fourth. The field should next be examined

for curvature. A distant Weathercock is a
very good test object, especially if it presents
both upright and horizontal straight lines.
Such an object is first carefully focused upon
the center of the screen and the position of
the camera-slide marked. Then the camera
is rotated so as to permit the Weathercock
to be focused at the two right and left edges
of the plate which the lens is intended to
cover, and the mean position of these lateral
foci is compared with the position of the cen
tral focus. There should be no difference
between the central and oblique foci if the
lens is correctly adjusted. If the oblique
focus is shorter than the central focus by a
very small amount, the error may often be
corrected by shortening the distance between
L and L if there be sufficient excess of posi
tive spherical aberration to permit of this.
If this cannot be done, then the fifth surface
L. must be slightly flattened, or the seventh
surface, in the cases of Series II and III.
If, on the other hand, the oblique foci are
longer than the central focus and the field is
thus overcorrected, then, if the distance be-,
tween L, and L. cannot be increased because
of the consequent spherical aberration, re
course must be had to deepening the fifth
surface r a trifle. Such alterations, however, OO
should not be required if the glasses are true
to this specification and if the curves and
thicknesses are carefully followed out.
Fifth. After the image has thus been ad
justed for flatness and any residual errors in Io5
squaring on or laterally adjusting the nega
tive lens eliminated, the combinations should
then be examined for distortion. If the air
spaces and thicknesses prescribed herein are
exactly followed out, there should be no dis d
tortion in the image, but if slight deviations
of the glasses from the normal optical char
acteristics render necessary slight alterations
in the curves, as above indicated, then it is
advisable to reexamine the combination for II5
distortion. A vertically-stretched wire is the
best test object. The lateral image of this
wire should be rigidly straight and of course
accurately coincide with straight lines ruled
on the screen parallel and close to the edges
of the plate the lens is intended to cover.
If the lens shows any trace of barrel-shaped
distortion, then the back air-space A must
be decreased by shortening the tube, and if
any trace of pincushion distortion is shown
then the back air-space A must be increased.
Sixth. After all the optical adjustments
have been completed the three screws ppp
should be filed down flush with the tube or
else be concealed, according to the fashion
of the mounting.
•
It is not at all necessary to the embodiment
of my principle that the negative lens should
be a cemented combination if made of two
ea
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lenses. For instance, Fig. 14 sketches out a tive lenses; the main burden of correcting
perfectly symmetrical combination in which the oblique pencils of light against curvature
the negative lens consists of two equal lenses of image and astigmatism thus falling upon
turned opposite ways with the diaphragm the negative lens, while a residuum often
placed half-way between them. Such an ar per cent. or thereabout of the curvature and
rangement has certain features much in its lastigmatic errors of the several lenses is more
favor.
or less perfectly corrected by the residuary
A large number of various combinations of diaphragm corrections which are allowed to
three lenses and of three or four elements are remain for that purpose; by which device a
possible besides the few actually specified flat image, characterized by a substantial
herein, all involving the same principle of freedom from marginal astigmatism, is se
correction. I have not given a drawing of a cured.
55
metal lens-mount in this specification, be 2. A lens for photography or lantern pro
cause a great variety in mounts is possible jection composed of two simple positivelenses
and each manufacturer prefers a mount to and a simple negative lens placed between
suit his own requirements.
and separate from the two positive lenses;
I would point out that it is not absolutely all three lenses being severally so designed 6o
necessary that the more powerful of the two as to be collectively free from all but a re
positive lenses should be placed at the front siduum of diaphragm corrections when the
of the combination. Triplets can be made whole combination is used in the normal man
with the weaker lens to the front, but all my ner with its front lens presented to the subject
experiments have shown that the results are or its image whichever is largest; while the 65
not so good. Nor is it necessary that both I focal power of the negative lens is nearly
positive lenses should be made of the same equal to, generally about ninety per cent. of,
sort of glass. If made of different glasses, the sum of the powers of the two positive
then the refractive index of the most power lenses; the main burden of correcting the
ful of the two positive lenses should be held oblique pencils of light against curvature of 7o
as substantially characteristic of both posi | image and astigmatism thus falling upon the
tive lenses.
- negative lens while a residuum of ten per
I claim as my invention
cent, or thereabout of the curvature and as
1. A lens for photography or lantern pro tigmatic errors of the several lenses is more
jection composed of two simple positivelenses or less perfectly corrected by the residuary 75
A. a compound negative lens placed between diaphragm corrections which are allowed to
and separate from the two positive lenses; remain for that purpose; by which device a
all three lenses being severally so designed flat field characterized by a substantial free
as to be collectively free from all but a re dom from marginal astigmatism, is secured.
siduum of diaphragm corrections, when the In testimony whereof I have signed my 8o
Whole combination is used in the normal man name to this specification in the presence of
ner with its frontlens presented to the subject two subscribing witnesses.
HAROLD DENNIS TAYLOR.
or its image, whichever is largest; while the
focal power of the compound negative lens is Witnesses:
nearly equal to, generally about ninety per
CHARLES DOWNEY,
cent. of, the sum of the powers of the two posi
GEORGE WILLIAM CURRY.

